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Abstract 10 

The environment of the aircraft cabin greatly influences the comfort and health of passengers 11 
and crew members. Contaminant transport has a strong effect on disease spreading in the cabin 12 
environment. To obtain the complex cabin contaminant distribution fields accurately and completely, 13 
which is also essential to provide solid and precise data for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 14 
model validation, this paper aimed to investigate and improve the method for simultaneous particle 15 
and gaseous contaminant fields measurement. The experiment was conducted in a functional MD-82 16 
aircraft. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) was used as tracer gas, and Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat (DEHS) was 17 
used as particulate contaminant. The whole measurement was completed in a part of the 18 
economy-class cabin without heating manikins or occupied with heating manikins. The experimental 19 
method, in terms of pollutant source setting, sampling points and schedule, was investigated. 20 
Statistical analysis showed that appropriately modified sampling grid was able to provide reasonable 21 
data. A small difference in the source locations can lead to a significant difference in cabin 22 
contaminant fields. And the relationship between gaseous and particulate pollutant transport was also 23 
discussed through tracking behavior analysis.  24 
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1. Introduction 27 

As millions of people are traveling by air every year, aircraft cabin environment is important to 28 
the travelers. Long exposure time in the aircraft cabin environment containing contaminant such as 29 
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pathogenic aerosol may make passengers sick. Mangili and Gendreau (2005) evaluates the risk of 30 
respirable infectious disease (Tuberculosis-TB and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-SARS) 31 
transmission in commercial aircraft cabins and concluded that air travel is an important factor in the 32 
spread of respirable infectious diseases worldwide. In addition, the high passenger density (Mangili 33 
and Gendreau, 2005) and lower personal fresh air rate than for the buildings environment result in a 34 
high concentration of CO2 (Haghighat et al. 1999). And the use of various cleaning products in the 35 
cabin leads to a high concentration of VOCs such as ethanol and acetone (Nagda and Rector, 2003). 36 
These particulate and gaseous pollutants can be removed by the cabin ventilation system. Therefore, 37 
to provide a healthy and comfortable cabin environment for passengers, and to design better 38 
ventilation system, it is important to study the feature of contaminant distributions in the cabin. 39 

 40 
For experimental studies of contaminant distribution in aircraft cabin, Table1 shows a summary 41 

of the research in the past decade. Our review finds that most of the measurement studies adopted 42 
mockup cabins which may not represent actual contaminant distribution in airliner cabins. Some 43 
used water-filled scaled model, but the different scale and working fluid further complicate the 44 
equivalent analysis for the full scale cabin environment (Thatcher et al. 2004). In addition, the two 45 
main points missing consideration in previous experimental studies are: First, how to set the 46 
contaminant source was not clearly described, which would influence the concentration distribution. 47 
Second, the number of sampling points was usually limited, and whether they were enough for 48 
obtaining complete and accurate fields for simulation validation was not discussed. 49 
 50 
Table 1 Literatures on experimental studies of contaminants distribution and transport in aircraft 51 
cabin 52 

Reference Facility Pollutant Occupancy  Sampling points Research data 

Wang et al. 

2006 

5 rows, 35 seats, 2 aisles cabin 

mock up at University 

of Illinois 

CO2 No heat sources from 

passengers was 

considered 

1 point at the breathing level of 

each seat 

The distribution principle of gaseous 

contaminants. 

Yan et al. 

2009 

5 rows, 35 seats, 2 aisles cabin 

mock up at University 

of Illinois 

CO2 No heat sources from 

passengers was 

considered 

1 point at the breathing level of 

each seat 

Simulation and measurement of 

airflow and gaseous contaminants. 

Sze To et 

al. 2009 

3 rows, 21 seats, 2 aisles cabin 

mock up at Technical 

University of Denmark 

Polydispersed 

aerosol of NaCl 

and glycerin  

15 heating cylinders 

(60W each) as passenger 

manikins (no “leg”) 

1 point per seat horizontally, 3 

point at each seat vertically 

Dispersion and deposition of 

expiratory aerosols with different 

diameter. 

Zhang et 

al. 2009 

4 rows, 28 seats, 2 aisles cabin 

mock up at Purdue University 

SF6 and 

monodispersed 

DEHS particles 

(0.7μm ) 

14 heating boxes as 

passenger manikins 

(83W each) 

Gas: 8 locations at 6 seats, 3-6 

points vertically at each location. 

Particle: 8 locations at 6 seats, 3-6 

points vertically at each location. 

The measured and predicted 

distribution of contaminants in the 

cabin. 

Zhang et 

al. 2012 

7 rows, 49 seats, 2 aisles cabin 

mock up at Dalian University 

of Technology 

CO2 

 

 

35 thermal manikins as 

passenger manikins 

(75W each) 

13 locations at 11 seats, 5 points 

vertically at each location. 

The  measured and predicted 

distribution of velocity, temperature, 

contamiants around minikins. 

Poussou et 

al. 2010 

Aircraft cabin, 

reduced-scale 

Uranine 

(C20H10O5S2Na) 

A moving plastic box 5 sections with Particle Image 

Velocimetry and Planar 

The effects of a moving human body 

on flow and contaminants transport 
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 53 
Lab experimental measurement in mockup cabins is costly and time consuming, and whether it 54 

can be accurate enough to represent the real cabin environment is always controversial. Numerical 55 
simulation is another important way to study the pollutant transport and distribution due to its cost, 56 
time and labor saving nature compared with the experimental method (Pepper et. al 2011; Zhai et. al 57 
2012). However, one numerical model must be validated before it can be applied for design or 58 
research purpose. Yan et al. (2009) found the simulation results of tracer gas transport cannot be 59 
clearly indicated by the experimental data possibly due to the “sampling points were too coarse to 60 
describe the concentration gradient”. Wan et al. (2009) also discussed the measurement uncertainty 61 
because of low particle concentration while comparing with the numerical results. In Zhang’s et al. 62 
(2009) study, the predicted tracer gas and particle concentration did not agree well with the 63 
measurement which may be due to the measurement uncertainty caused by unstable airflow. In 64 
summary, there is a general agreement that an accurate and complete measurement is essential for 65 
numerical method validation. 66 

  67 
In this study, the experimental measurement is carried out in a functional MD-82 aircraft cabin 68 

for a most realistic condition. The objective of this study is to investigate the method for accurate and 69 
complete concentration field measurement for both particulate and gaseous contaminants. The 70 
contours of contaminant distribution at 8 lateral and 6 longitudinal sections are obtained. The effect 71 
of sampling grid, source generation setting which is essential for experiment in the cabin is discussed. 72 
We also investigate the difference between gas and particle distribution and analyze the particle 73 
tracking behavior which can indicate the effect of velocity fields on particle distribution.  74 

2. Experimental Method 75 

2.1.Experiment facility 76 

Fig.1 shows the functional MD-82 aircraft used in the current study. To provide a stable thermal 77 
boundary condition, the aircraft cabin was insulated. The size of the cabin was 2.91m (W) × 40m (L) 78 
× 2.04m (H). It was a single-aisle cabin with 3 rows of seats (12 seats) in the first class cabin, and 28 79 
rows of seats (130 seats) in the economy-class cabin. The air was supplied from upper-side, and was 80 
exhausted through side walls near the floor. The MD-82 aircraft cabin environment was controlled by 81 
a ground air-conditioning cart (GAC). The total air flow supplied by the GAC to the cabin was 82 
10L/(s﹒person). The air temperature was controlled at 20±1℃ in the experiment. Twelve heating 83 
manikins (75W each) were placed in the first class cabin and they were uniformly wrapped with 84 
resistance wire to mimic the thermal plume generated by passengers. The economy-class cabin was 85 
unoccupied. 86 

mockup Laser-Induced Fluorescence. inside an aircraft cabin. 
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 87 

Fig.1 The insulated MD-82 aircraft facility with envelope 88 
 89 
This investigation used mixed SF6 (1% SF6 balanced with 99% N2) as a representative of 90 

gaseous contaminants. Although CO2 is commonly used as a tracer gas (Zhang et al. 2012; Wang et 91 
al. 2008), its measurement can be easily disturbed by the background concentration and operators 92 
around. The low background concentration, non-reactive and nontoxic nature and easy detectability 93 
of SF6 make it ideal as a tracer gas to simulate gas contaminant (Zhang et al. 2009) and often used to 94 
measure ventilation rate (Cheong, 2001). In addition, the density of the 1% SF6-N2 mixed gas 95 
(1.25kg/m3) is similar to that of air (1.2kg/m3), so the buoyancy effect of the mixed gas can be 96 
neglected. The SF6 concentration was analyzed with a photo-acoustic multi-gas analyzer (INNOVA 97 
1412, LumaSense Technologies).  98 

 99 
To simulate airborne particulates, mono-dispersed DEHS particles were generated by a 100 

monodisperse particle generator (PALAS MAG 3000) (Horton et al. 1991). DEHS is non-soluble 101 
liquid with a density of 912kg/m3 and a low evaporation rate. Since most particles stay in the room 102 
for a short time period, the size change due to evaporation is negligible (Zhang et al. 2009). An 103 
optical particle sizer(TSI 3321 APS spectrometer) was used for particle concentration and size 104 
distribution measurement. To minimize particle deposition on sampling tubes, we used conductive 105 
silicone tubes for particle generation and sampling.  106 

2.2.Source setting 107 

The gaseous and particulate contaminants were usually measured separately in previous studies. 108 
However, the different flow field over time may have already changed the pollutant fields, therefore 109 
the measured gas and particle field cannot be easily compared. In this study, the tracer gas and 110 
particles were devised to release at the same time. Because the influence of the airflow on 111 
contaminants distribution would be investigated, the contaminants were released with almost zero 112 
momentum to avoid their effects on air flow field. In addition, as the velocity field is dynamic and 113 
complex in the cabin (Liu at el. 2012), a small difference in the source locations may lead to a 114 
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significant difference of contaminant fields. Therefore, two source location settings were studied. 115 
The first source setting is shown in Fig. 2(a). The particles and SF6 were released from separate 116 
sources with a distance of 10cm between, which is the minimum length of the concentration 117 
sampling grid in the current study. The second source setting is shown in Fig. 2(b). The generation 118 
flow of particles and SF6 were same as in separate-source condition, but they were released from a 119 
single port, which was placed at the mouth of a seated passenger. The releasing port was made by a 120 
rubber bulb which had a mixing chamber to mix the contaminants uniformly. 121 
 122 

 123 
In the first source setting, the total volume flow rate was set to 1L/min and was controlled by a 124 

gas rotameter. The SF6 was released from a block of porous material (Fig. 2 (a)), and the velocity on 125 
the surface of the block was about 0.02m/s which was much smaller than the air velocity near the 126 
location. The source can be considered to be non-momentum. Due to the mixed gas contained 1% 127 
SF6, The tracer gas was continuously released into the cabin with a volume flow rate of 128 
1.65×10-7m3/s (0.01L/min). With this flow rate, divided by the total air volume supplied by the 129 
air-conditioning system, the average concentration in the cabin was approximately 0.1 ppm. The 130 
lower detection limit of INNOVA 1412 is 0.06 ppm for SF6. 131 

 132 
A non-momentum particle source was made of a rubber bulb. The diameter of the bulb was 5cm 133 

and there were about 200 holes with diameter of 2mm on the surface (Fig. 2 (a)). The flow rate of 134 
carrier gas was set to 3.5L/min and also controlled by a gas rotameter. The velocity from the holes on 135 
the surface of the rubber bulb was about 0.023m/s. According to Duguid (1946), most of the 136 
expiratory droplets have a size between 2 and 8μm and the diameter of most bacteria which is 137 
parasitized by viruses to spread through the air is 0.2~3.2μm (Kowalski et al. 1999). In addition, 138 
previous studies (Murakami et. al 1992；Zhao et. al 2004) in buildings assumed that particles with 139 
aerosol diameter less than 4.5μm showed diffusion properties similar to those of gas with zero 140 
gravitational settling velocity. Therefore, in the current study the mean particle size generated was 141 
controlled to be 3μm, with which the particles were most likely to spread with airflow  The 142 
geometric standard deviation (GSD) of the generated particles was less than 1.2. Meanwhile, 143 
according to Yang et al. (2007), the particle number generated through coughing is approximately 144 
3×106pt/s, thus the total number of generated particles with aerodynamic diameter of 3μm was 145 
controlled to have a similar level. 146 

 (a)        (b) 147 
Fig.2 (a) Simulation of contaminant source-Separated source (b) Simulation of contaminant 148 
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source-Combined source 149 

2.3.Sampling points 150 

The experiment simulated contaminants releasing from a passenger seated in the first-class and 151 
economy-class cabin respectively. The SF6 and particle sources were set at the mouth level of a 152 
seating passenger in Seats 2C or 10C as indicated in Fig. 3. As five-row measurement was showed to 153 
be enough to investigate the feature of contaminants transport (Liu et al. 2013), the measurement was 154 
conducted for five lateral planes (Row 8-12) and three longitudinal planes (EC-Aisle, EC-D, EC-A) 155 
(Fig. 3) in the economy-class cabin. For the first-class section, the experiments were carried out in all 156 
the three lateral planes for the three seat rows (Row 1-3) and three longitudinal planes (FC-B, 157 
FC-Aisle, FC-D) (Fig. 3). 158 

 159 

 160 

Fig.3 Source location and measured planes 161 
 162 

The sampling grid was determined for a most complete concentration measurement for each 163 
plane considering the size of sampling accessories and operation convenience. Three sampling grids 164 
were investigated. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of sampling points in economy-class cabin. The first 165 
original sampling grid resolution was uniform, and was 0.1 m × 0.1 m for a cross section (Fig. 4 (a)), 166 
and 0.1 m × 0.2 m for a longitudinal section (Due to limit place, the longitudinal optimization 167 
process is not described here). To reduce the labor and time cost, the second simplified sampling grid 168 
resolution was designed to be sparse, and was 0.2 m × 0.2m for a cross section (Fig. 4 (b)). To 169 
optimize the sampling point number for a complete capture of the concentration field, based on 170 
second sampling grid, the third modified sampling grid was modified with dense grid near the source 171 
and air supply inlet where the concentration gradient is higher (Fig. 4 (c)). Sampling points blocked 172 
by seats were deleted in the measurement. In total, for the first grid resolution, there were actually 173 
335 points on a lateral plane and 240 on a longitudinal plane for first class cabin; and 360 points on a 174 
lateral plane and 540 on a longitude plane for economy-class cabin, while the total number of 175 
sampling points with the third grid resolution was reduced to about half of that. The performance of 176 
these three grid resolutions will be analyzed in next section.  177 
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(a) (b) 178 
 179 

(c) 180 
Fig.4 (a) The uniform sampling grid (b) The simplified sampling grid (c) The modified sampling grid 181 
 182 

The sampling efficiency due to non-isokinetic sampling is an important parameter for particle 183 
sampling system. Agarwal and Liu (1980) simulated the flow field around a sampling inlet in still air 184 
to conclude that there would be less than a 10% error if probe size meets the criterion: 185 
 186 

20 										 1  
 187 
where  in m is the probe diameter, τ in s is the particle relaxation and g in m/s2 is gravitational 188 
acceleration. For 10	μm particles in aerodynamic diameter, their relaxation time is about 2.8×10-5 s, 189 
and  should be larger than 0.02mm. This indicates that there is no practical restriction on still-air 190 
sampling of particles less than 10 μm  in aerodynamic diameter. For particle concentration 191 
measurement in cabin environment, the maximum air velocity  for which the still-air sampling 192 
criteria can be used is defined as (Hinds, 1999): 193 

 194 

1
5 4

										 2  

 195 
where  in cm/s is air velocity,  in L/min is the sampling flow rate (5L/min in this study).  The 196 
calculated criterion is 1.6m/s for current study, therefore the air velocity in the cabin (Liu at el. 2012) 197 
meets the still-air sampling criteria. We utilized the conductive silicone ports and tubes with the 198 
diameter of 8 mm facing towards the back of the cabin for particle sampling. Since the sampling 199 
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method was consistent throughout the experiment, the data can be normalized for comparison and 200 
analysis. 201 

2.4.Sampling time 202 

It is normally not feasible to measure the pollutant concentration at all sampling points at one 203 
time. One needs to move the measurement device to next position to start next round of measurement. 204 
After such a disturbance, the measured data need a time to reach stability. 205 

 206 
For particle measurement, we monitored particle concentration at the cabin exhaust while the 207 

particles were injected to the cabin with a generation rate of 5×106 pt/s. the exhaust concentration 208 
became stable within 10min. The air change rate of the cabin was 20 ACH and the velocity field was 209 
stable within 10 min after each disturbance (Liu at el. 2012). Therefore 10 min was chosen as the 210 
stabling time. As shown in Fig. 5, the average particle concentration after 10 min deviates less than 211 
10% of the total mean value. The lower and upper bound of each error bar represents the 10th and 212 
90th percentile of data for each time period. The sampling time for each point was determined to be 213 
10 min. 214 

 215 
The SF6 concentration in the exhaust duct was also monitored while the tracer gas was 216 

continuously released into the cabin with a volume flow rate of 1.65×10-7m3/s. The concentration 217 
also became relatively stable within 10 min. The average of the data after 10 min deviates less than 218 
14% of the total mean value. Therefore the stability and sampling time were the same as for particle 219 
measurement. 220 

 221 
Fig.5 Comparison of the averaged concentration between 10～15, 10～20, 10～25, 10～30, 222 

10～40, 10～50 min with those between 10 and 70 min. 223 
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3. Results and discussion 224 

3.1. Effect of sampling points 225 

The contours of SF6 at Row 10 with original, simplified and modified resolution are compared in 226 
Fig. 6. Based on the measured data, the contour values of different grids were estimated by 227 
interpolation through Kriging method (Davis, 1973). The correlation coefficient between the values 228 
of the first and second grid is 0.583, while the correlation coefficient between the first and third gird 229 
is 0.996. Thatcher et al. (2004) investigated the correlation coefficient between fully developed 230 
concentration fields obtained from several sets of measured data. And they thought there was an 231 
agreement between the pairs if the correlation coefficient was larger than 0.9. 232 

(a)  (b) 233 

 234 

(c) 235 

Fig.6 (a) Measured SF6 field with the uniform sampling grid (b) Measured SF6 field with the 236 
simplified sampling grid (c) Measured SF6 field with the modified sampling grid 237 

 238 
Furthermore, the F-test and T-test (Rice, 2007) were used to further compare the results from the 239 

three grids values. F-test is a common statistic test used to judge whether the variances of two sets of 240 
data are obviously different, while T-test is used to judge whether there is an obvious difference 241 
between the two sets of data. Table 2 summarizes the F value, T value and correlation coefficient of 242 
the paired values. The one-tailed critical value of F-test and T-test is to judge whether two sets of 243 
data are statistically the same, and the values are 1.0276 and 1.645 in a 99.5% confident interval for 244 
current study. The F and T values of First vs. Second grid were both higher than the critical level and 245 
therefore were in rejection regions. The statistical analysis indicates that there is no obvious 246 
difference between the original and modified density grids, but obvious differences between the 247 
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original and simplified density grids.  248 
 249 

Table 3 Comparison of amplitude ratio and lag time for different particle size. 250 
Aerodynamic 
diameter(µm) 

0.7 1 3 5 8 10 

 0.999 0.998 0.91 0.628 0.315 0.213 
/ (µs) -1.5 -3 -25 -51 -70 -75 

 251 
The same procedure was used to compare the results from different grids for other planes.  The 252 

statistical analysis showed the modified sampling grid was enough to capture the feature of 253 
concentration distribution. It was found that: 254 

1) For lateral planes, about 1/4 ((0.1m × 0.1m)/( 0.2m × 0.2m)) of the original grid  was good 255 
enough for accurate contaminant field measurement. The grid resolution was 0.1m × 0.1m 256 
for areas near the source and air supply/exhaust where the concentration gradient was 257 
higher, 0.1m × 0.2m for areas with less concentration gradient, and 0.2m × 0.2m for other 258 
areas. 259 

2) For longitudinal planes, about 1/2 ((0.1m × 0.2m)/( 0.2m × 0.2m)) of original grid  was 260 
good enough. The sampling grid was 0.1× 0.2 m for areas near the source where the 261 
concentration gradient was higher, and 0.2 × 0.2m for other areas. 262 

 263 
In addition, we should notice that the above modified sampling grids should be limited to the 264 

similar cases only. This is because if the diameter of particles is much larger than 3μm or the 265 
ventilation type is different, the contaminants distribution will be much different. 266 

3.2. Effect of contaminant sources 267 

3.2.1. Separated particle and gas sources 268 

In Fig. 7, the velocity field of Row 10 is displayed. With SF6 and particles generated by two 269 
separate supplying tubes with a distance of 10cm between, the contours of particle and SF6 of Row 270 
10 and EC-D in the economy-class are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 271 

 272 
Fig.7 Measured airflow of Row 10 273 
 274 
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Fig. 8 showed that the concentration for both gas and particle was higher near the source. In this 275 
cross section, the vertical height of the largest particle concentration was higher than that of SF6. 276 
Fig.9 shows that the particle and SF6 fields did not agree with each other in the longitudinal section 277 
and the concentration of particles at the back of the cabin was higher than that at the front. The mean 278 
positions of SF6 and particle can be used to identify the difference (Wan et al. 2009). The 279 
experimental mean position can be determined by the following method: The measured 280 
concentration is multiplied by the position x, y or z depending on the analysis plane. The value for all 281 
points is summed and then divided by the total value of concentration to obtain the mean position. 282 
By this method, the distance between the mean position of SF6 and particle in Row 10 was 20 cm 283 
and in EC-D plane was 40 cm. These distances were much larger than the real distance between 284 
particle and gas sources (10cm in lateral plane, and 0cm in longitudinal plane).  285 

(a) (b) 286 

Fig.8 (a) Contaminant field of Row 10 with separate source-particle (b) Contaminant field of Row 10 287 
with separate source-SF6 288 
 289 

 290 
 291 

 292 
Fig.9 (a) Contaminant field at EC-D with separate source-particle (b) Contaminant field at EC-D 293 
with separate source-SF6 294 
 295 

To investigate the reason, we used smoke pen to visualize the transport path of gas and particle 296 
pollutants from the two sources. The sketch maps of smoke path are drawn in Fig. 10. Then it was 297 
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noted that the transport direction indicated by the smoke was different for theSF6 source and for 298 
particle source. It is clearly shown in Fig. 10 (a) that the smoke from particle source presented a 299 
consistent backward transport trend, while some of the smoke from the gas source diffused to the 300 
front lower parts of the cabin. The lateral view (Fig. 10 (b)) also presented different paths for particle 301 
and gas sources. Most of smoke released from gas source flowed to the lower part, while most of 302 
smoke released from the particle source flowed to the upper part. Considering the same nature of 303 
smoke used for particle and SF6 sources, different air flow direction should be the only reason for 304 
affecting the pollutants path. The distance between the two sources was 10cm as described 305 
previously. Because of the small space in the aircraft cabin and its complex air distribution pattern, 306 
such a distance was large enough to put the sources in different locations of the vortex above the seat, 307 
and therefore affected the contaminants transport and distribution.  308 

(a) 309 

(b) 310 
Fig.10 (a) The transport path of particle & gas from separated sources indicated by smoke-Cross 311 

view (b) The transport path of particle & gas from separated sources indicated by 312 
smoke-Longitudinal view 313 

3.2.2. Combined particle and SF6 sources 314 

To eliminate the effect of source location on contaminants distribution and verify that a small 315 
difference in the source locations can lead to a significant difference of contaminants distribution, 316 
SF6 and particle source were combined for another test. With particle and SF6 generated in one 317 
source, which was installed at the mouth of a human manikin (Fig. 2 (b)), we measured the 318 
contaminant fields in the full occupied first-class cabin, which was a more realistic and complex 319 
situation considering the thermal plume generated by passengers. The first cabin had the same 320 
ventilation mode and similar geometry (single-aisle) as the economy-class cabin.  321 
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 322 
Fig.11 Measured airflow of Row 2 323 
 324 
In Fig. 11, the velocity field of Row 2 is displayed. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 showed that the 325 

contaminant fields with combined source were more consistent between SF6 and particle. The 326 
distance between the calculated mean position of SF6 and particle was 4 cm for Row 2 plane and was 327 
5cm for FC-A plane. These values were less than or equal to the diameter of the combined bulb 328 
source. Therefore, one could consider there was not obvious difference between the mean positions 329 
of SF6 and particle. As the velocity and concentration field in first class cabin with heated manikin is 330 
more complex than that in the economic class cabin, it is reasonable to expect that the concentration 331 
field of the two contaminants can be also consistent with each other if the combined source case were 332 
measured in the empty economic class cabin. In summary, as the velocity gradient was large in the 333 
cabin, a small difference in the source locations can lead to a significant difference of contaminant 334 
transport paths and fields. In the current study, 10cm was large enough to lead an obvious difference. 335 
Therefore it is recommended that contaminants need to be released at exactly the same location if the 336 
two kinds of pollutants were to be studied simultaneously and compared.  337 

(a) 338 

    (b) 339 
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Fig.12 (a) Contaminant field at FC-Aisle with combined source-particle (b) Contaminant field at 340 
FC-Aisle with combined source-SF6 341 

(a) 342 
 343 

    (b) 344 
Fig.13 (a) Contaminant field at Row 2 with combined source-particle (b) Contaminant field at 345 

Row 2 with combined source-SF6 346 
 347 
Comparison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 13, which demonstrate the pollutant distribution at the 348 

cross section with and without heating manikins in the cabin shows that the pollutant concentration 349 
was much higher at the top of the cabin when there were heating manikins. Note that the sources 350 
were at the same height above the chairs under same ventilation mode and similar geometry. This 351 
might indicate the phenomenon of the thermal buoyancy plumes from the passengers, which brought 352 
the pollutants up. Fig. 11 displays the velocity field (Liu at el. 2012) in Row 2 with heating manikins. 353 
Obvious upward flow because of the thermal plume can be observed.   354 

3.3. Tracking behavior of particle 355 

The distribution of tracer gas is primarily affected by airflow, although it can also transport 356 
through diffusion.  However, the particle distribution is affected by many factors, including airflow, 357 
gravity, thermal force, particle fluctuation due to turbulence and particle acceleration, therefore the 358 
particle has a slip velocity to the airflow. With the increase of particle diameter, the slip velocity will 359 
become larger and the distribution difference between particle and gas will be more obvious. In our 360 
experiment, the particle’s aerodynamic diameter is 3μm, and the tracking behavior of such particles 361 
is analyzed.  362 

 363 
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The slow motion of a spherical particle was derived by Basset (1888), Boussinesq (1903), and 364 
Oseen (1927) for fluid at rest, and it was then extended by Tchen (1947) to the case of a fluid moving 365 
with variable velocity. It can be expressed as (BBO equation): 366 

 367 

πd ρ 3πμd v v πd ρ πd ρ d πρ μ
√

dτ  (3) 368 

 369 
Where the subscript p represents particle, f represents flow. On the right side of the equation, 370 

these terms are the steady state drag force (Stokes force with Re<1 in this study), pressure force 371 
caused by accelerated flow velocity, shear stress force, Basset force caused by unsteady flow, and 372 
potential force , which is gravity in this case, respectively. 373 

 374 
To determine whether gravity has an obvious effect on the movement of particles, we compare 375 

the magnitude of the Stokes force and gravity force. In the cabin environment, 95% of the velocity is 376 
greater than 0.02m/s, and the largest velocity is about 0.5m/s from our measurement. Because the 377 
Stokes force decreases with velocity magnitude decrease, we compare the gravity force with Stokes 378 
force under the condition with the velocity as 0.02m/s (Fig. 14). For particles with aerodynamic 379 
diameter from 0.7μm to 10μm, the gravity force is almost at least one order of magnitude smaller 380 
than the Stokes drag force in the cabin environment. Therefore, the effect of gravity can be 381 
reasonably neglected when compared with that of the Stokes force. 382 

 383 

 384 

Fig.14 Comparison of gravity and Stokes force 385 
 386 

Murakami et al. (1992) investigated the effects of gravitational sedimentation on the diffusion 387 
characteristic of an airborne particle in a conventional flow-type clean room. They used ethylene as a 388 
tracer gas and three types of mono-dispersed polystyrene standard particles (0.31, 1.0, and 4.5 μm 389 
in particle size with the density of 1.05g/cm3).  A characteristic time scale was used to indicate the 390 
effect of gravitational sedimentation on the distribution. When the sedimentation time scale of 391 
airborne particles (calculated from the vertical distance from the source to the solid surface boundary 392 
and the gravitational settling velocity) was larger than or on the same order of magnitude as 393 
characteristic diffusion time scale, indicating much slower sedimentation processes, the particle 394 
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fields do not differ greatly from those at a gravitational settling velocity close to zero. In our study, 395 
the sedimentation time scale of the 3μm airborne particles is about 1850s (height of the source 0.5m 396 
divided by gravitational settling velocity 2.7×10-4 m/s) and the diffusion time scale is about 100s 397 
(volume of the first cabin/airflow rate of first cabin). Therefore, one can again conclude that gravity 398 
has no obvious effect on contaminant distribution.  399 

 400 
With such assumption, the BBO equation can be then simplified to: 401 
 402 

dv
dt

av av b
dv
dt

c
√t τ

dτ										 4  

Where	a
36μ

2ρ ρ d
; b

3ρ
2ρ ρ

; c
18

2ρ ρ d
ρ μ
π
. 

 403 

The turbulence velocity is regarded as an impulse signal. We unfold it as an integration of 404 
elemental signal. So the turbulence velocity vf can be expressed as a Fourier integration: 405 

 406 

v A ω e dω										 5  

 407 

Where A( ) is the amplitude of the flow velocity,  is the angular frequency which is equal to 408 
2πf (f is the vibration frequency). 409 

 410 
A particle does not follow the air flow exactly because of the turbulence phenomenon. 411 

Therefore, vp is different with vf, and it can be also expressed as a Fourier integration: 412 
 413 

v η ω A ω e dω											 6  

 414 

Where ( ) is the amplitude ratio of vp to vf, ( ) is the phase difference between vp and vf, and 415 
/  is the lag time. When =1 and =0, the particle follows the air flow completely. When <1 416 

and <0, the movement of the particle would lag behind the airflow.  417 
 418 

According to Eq. (5) and (6), the terms in Eq. (4) can be expressed as follows (Shu, 1970):  419 

dv
dt

																 7  

dv
dt

																								 8  
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√ τ
τ 1

2
																										 9  

√ τ
τ 1

2
																										 10  

Substituting Eqs. (8)-(10) into Eq. (4), one can get: 420 

2 2 2 2
ω 0					 11  

Because A( ) is arbitrary, the term inside the bracket should be equal to zero. And it can be 421 
simplified as: 422 

 423 

η
a c i bω c 	

a c i ω c
							 12  

Then, we obtain the analytic expression for  and  as follows: 424 

η
a c bω c

a c ω c
										 13 	

φ tg
ω a c b 1

a c bω c bω c
										 14 	

where  and  are functions of ω.  425 
 426 
For p/ f>1, b will be smaller than 1, and the amplitude ratio  decreases with the increase of 427 

frequency. This means the particle tracking behavior is worse when the frequency is higher. 428 
Therefore, we need to know only the highest frequency in order to estimate the whole tracking 429 

behavior. According to Prandtl’s theory, the vibration frequency is ′ , where ′ is a root mean 430 

square fluctuation velocity, and l, per Shu’s (1970) suggestion, should be the Kolmogorov scale as 431 
follows: 432 

 433 

l
ν
ε

										 15  

 434 

Where  is kinetic viscosity,  is the turbulence eddy dissipation. As it is well expected that  435 

and ′ is the highest at the air inlet, where the vibration frequency should be also highest there, we 436 
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obtained the ′	 	  at the inlet boundary through measurement in real cabin  (Liu at el. 2012). 437 

The highest vibration frequency was 2628Hz.  438 
 439 
For particles with aerodynamic diameter of 3μm in current study, the calculated amplified ratio 440 

between vf and vp was 0.91, and the lag time between particles and fluid was -25µs. This means that 441 
velocity of the particle was 0.91 times the magnitude of airflow and the particle movement lagged 442 
behind the fluid by 25µs. For other positions with lower frequency, the results of  are more 443 
closely to 1. The good tracking behavior of particles shown above well explains the similar transport 444 
and distribution characteristic between particles and gas shown in previous section. In addition, Table 445 
3 displays the calculated amplitude ratio and lag time for particles with different aerodynamic 446 
diameter. Particles with diameter larger than 3µm have bad tracking behavior and their distribution 447 
characteristic may be different with gas in the cabin. 448 

 449 
Table 3 Comparison of amplitude ratio and lag time for different particle size. 450 
Aerodynamic 
diameter(µm) 

0.7 1 3 5 8 10 

 0.999 0.998 0.91 0.628 0.315 0.213 
/ (µs) -1.5 -3 -25 -51 -70 -75 
 451 

4. Conclusions 452 

Through experimental studies in a real functional MD-82 aircraft cabin, this study investigated 453 
setting up experimental measurement for simultaneous, accurate and complete gaseous and 454 
particulate contaminant distribution. The effect of different sampling grids and contaminant sources 455 
was compared and the tracking behavior of the particles was calculated when analyzing the 456 
differences between gaseous and particulate contaminants distribution. The major conclusions are: 457 

 458 
(1) Compared with the uniform sampling grids of 0.1 m× 0.1 m for lateral planes, and 0.1 459 

m×0.2 m for longitudinal planes, the modified grids were good enough for accurate and 460 
complete contaminant field measurement. Non-uniform grids were applied, meaning more 461 
sampling grids should be arranged in areas with great concentration gradient (e.g. 462 
approximately within 0.3 m from the source and diffuser locations), and coarse grids can be 463 
arranged elsewhere. Note that the modified sampling grids obtained in current study should 464 
be limited to the similar cases only as particle size and ventilation type will affect the 465 
concentration distribution therefore the optimum sampling grid. Through more advanced 466 
statistical optimum method in future study, the number of sampling points may be further 467 
reduced, while maintaining the accuracy of the measurement. 468 

 469 
(2) In the narrow cabin space, where the velocity field was dynamic and complex, the source 470 

location and buoyancy plumes from the passengers had a significant effect on the 471 
contaminant distribution. A small difference (10 cm in this study) in the source locations can 472 
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lead to a significant difference in contaminant fields. Therefore if the particulate and 473 
gaseous contaminant distribution was to be studied simultaneously, they should be 474 
generated from a combined source port or the source locations should be almost identical for 475 
a fair comparison.  476 

 477 
(3) The measured concentration fields of SF6 and the 3μm DEHS particles in first-class cabin 478 

matched with each other well in the measured sections. The tracking behavior of the 479 
different particles in airflow was analyzed. The results showed good tracking behavior for 480 
particle with diameter of 3μm: the amplitude ratio (	 ) of the particle velocity vp and the 481 
fluid velocity vf was 0.91, and the lag time / 	 was	 -25µs, which resulted in almost the 482 
same  concentration fields as SF6’s. However, for particles with aerodynamic diameter 483 
larger than 3μm, their distribution characteristic may be different with gas due to bad 484 
tracking behavior. These data and the tracking behavior analysis gave a more representative 485 
approach of characterizing particle performance and were crucial for choosing CFD models 486 
for the particle transport calculation.    487 
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